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Cheerble Ball PE Interactive Pet Ball (Green).
The Cheerble interactive ball will be the perfect companion for your pet in your absence! The toy turns on automatically - just one touch.
It offers 3 modes of operation, so you will successfully adjust its action to your pet. What's more, it has an intelligent obstacle avoidance
sensor and is IP65 water resistant. It is made of durable and wear-resistant material that is safe for pets. 
 
Various modes of operation
The  ball  is  equipped  with  up  to  3  modes  -  normal,  gentle  or  passive,  so  you  can  easily  adjust  its  operation  to  your  pet's  needs.  The
colored backlighting of the button will adequately inform you of the selected mode. Whether your furry one is lazy or energetic, there will
always be a suitable mode for him!
 
Intelligent canine companion
Enter  the  balance  between entertainment  and relaxation!  The  interactive  toy  jumps and rotates,  encouraging  your  pet  to  play.  Then,
after 10 minutes, it will automatically turn off for 30 minutes, going into Sleep mode. Your pet can easily activate the ball at any time -
just touch it!
 
Carefully thought-out design
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The Cheerble ball is equipped with an innovative automatic obstacle avoidance system, so you don't have to worry about it accidentally
getting stuck under furniture. It's also IP65 water resistant, so you can easily take it to the water while walking your dog or wash it under
running water if necessary. 
 
Reliable battery
The product has a durable 300 mAh battery. It allows up to 4 hours of playtime! You will renew the energy with the USB cable, which you
will find in the set. In turn, the charging itself won't take long - after just about 1 hour your pet will be able to use it for play again.
 
Safe for pets
It is made of durable TPU and PCU plastic and natural rubber, which is completely safe for pets. The thickness of the coating (5-7 mm)
makes the ball last much longer than others, and protects against damage to gums and teeth. 
 
Includes
interactive ball
charging cable 
instruction manual
Manufacturer
Cheerble
Model 
Wicked Ball PE
Color
Green
Purpose
Dogs
Material
Natural rubber + TPU + PC
Size
⌀ 78 mm
Weight
238 g
Rechargeable battery
300 mAh
Charging time
approximately 1 h
Usage time
4 h

Price:

€ 37.00

Smart Home, Intelligent animal devices
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